ABC Political Advocacy

ABC Political Advocacy
Help elect pro-free enterprise and
merit shop philosophy candidates.
Help restore the American dream.
Show Your Support of ABC
and the Merit Shop Philosophy!

Defending
Free Enterprise
and the

Merit Shop
Brent Sailhamer,
Director of Government Affairs
135 Shellyland Road
Manheim, PA 17545
Cell: 717.386.9941
brent@abckeystone.org

59% of Americans believe
the American Dream
is unattainable...

*

Let’s Change That!

*http://money.cnn.com/2014/06/04/news/economy/american-dream

ABC PAC
Political Action Committee
MISSION:

Helping elect pro-free enterprise and
merit shop candidates.

Why give to ABC PAC?
Unlike any other organization, ABC helps to elect officials who champion free
enterprise and the merit shop philosophy.
ABC PAC leverages individual contributions to provide larger, strategic
investments in candidates who support ABC ideals of open shop labor, free
markets, and a level playing field. By pooling our resources, we can ensure a
stronger, statewide strategy that elects candidates who will support our causes.

Will it make a difference?
YES - from $100 to $10,000, contributions
of any size will make a difference.
Most elections are decided by a very
small percentage of undecided voters.
When voters understand the benefits
of the merit shop philosophy, they
almost always support a pro-business
candidate. By reaching out to even a
small portion of the electorate, ABC can
turn the tide in a number of key races.

Advancing the
American Dream Fund
MISSION:

1) Educate the public about policies 		
that support free enterprise and
the merit shop philosophy.
2) Hold elected officials accountable.
America was built on a simple idea – that hard
work and determination provides the path to
a brighter future. But for millions, rising costs,
overregulation, and out-of-touch politicians
and government bureaucrats have made that
bright future out of reach.
But you can help. Restore the dream of
owning a business. Deliver the opportunity
of homeownership. Hold a burdensome
government
and
career
politicians
accountable to hard-working Pennsylvanians.

We believe the American Dream is alive
and well – if the politicians would just get
out of the way! By holding elected officials
accountable and bulldozing barriers to
success. The Advancing the American Dream
Fund gets government out of the way, providing a level playing field for
hard-working Americans to succeed once again.

Join us!
Together, we can
Advance the American Dream!

